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EXHIBIT A
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
CANVASFISH.COM, LLC,
a Montana Limited Liability Company,
Plaintiff,

Case No.: 1:21-cv-03676
Hon. Virginia M. Kendall

v.
JOHN DOES 1-XX,
Defendants.

____________________________________________________________________________
PROPOSED PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
THIS CAUSE being before the Court on Plaintiff Canvasfish LLC’s (“Plaintiff” or
“Canvasfish”) Ex Parte Motion for Entry of a Preliminary Injunction, and this Court having
heard the evidence before it hereby GRANTS Plaintiff’s Motion in its entirety against the
Enjoined Defendants1, identified in Schedule A hereto (“Enjoined Defendants”), operating
under the known and to be determined seller aliases.
THIS COURT HEREBY finds that it has personal jurisdiction over the Enjoined
Defendants since the Enjoined Defendants directly target their business activities toward
consumers in the United States, including Illinois. Specifically, Enjoined Defendants have
targeted sales to Illinois residents by setting up and operating e-commerce stores that target
United States consumers using one or more aliases and domains identified in Schedule A, offer
shipping to the United States, including Illinois, accept payment in U.S. dollars and, on
information

and

belief,

have

sold products

bearing

unauthorized

copies

of

the Canvasfish Copyrighted Designs (including U.S. Copyright Registration Nos. Copyrighted

1

This Order specifically excludes the defendants subject to the Court’s dissolution of the Preliminary Injunction and
TRO issued on September 24, 2021 at ECF 62.
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Works (including U.S. Copyright Registration Nos. VA 1-910-379, VA 1-992-855, VA 1-934603, VA 1-900-160, VA 2-076-270, VA 1-970-688, VA 1-934-679, VA 1-934-674, VA 1-970688, VA 1-934-676, VA 1-934-591, VA 1-970-688, VA 1-970-693, VA 1-934-744, VA 2-101364, VA 2-218-646, VA 1-934-684, VA 1-934-681, VA 2-076-246, VA 1-934-685, VA 1-917463, VA 2-076-204, VA 1-934-627, VA 1-934-647, VA 1-934-677) and/or using infringing and
counterfeit versions of the Plaintiff’s trademark: DEYOUNG (USPTO Reg. No. 6,157,362).

Defendants and Defendant’s Aliases (“Defendants”)
Canvasfish has provided evidence identifying known aliases of Enjoined Defendants
discovered via its own research included as Schedule A hereto. Furthermore, via expedited
discovery granted in the Temporary Restraining Order (“TRO”) Canvasfish has uncovered
additional aliases of Enjoined Defendants. It is likely that Canvasfish, through further
investigation, and as a result of additional third-party discovery, will identify additional aliases
used by Defendants including new or additional domain names (“Domain Names”), online
marketplace seller accounts and names (“Defendant Seller Aliases”), and other linked financial
accounts (“Defendant Financial Accounts”) as well as the actual identity of Defendant
individuals and entities. This order shall apply to all Enjoined Defendants including known and
later identified defendant aliases including all Domain Names, Enjoined Defendant Seller
Aliases, and Enjoined Defendant Financial Accounts.
THIS COURT FURTHER FINDS that injunctive relief previously granted in the
Temporary Restraining Order (“TRO”) should remain in place through the pendency of this
litigation and that issuing this Preliminary Injunction is warranted under Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 65. Plaintiff’s evidence submitted in support of its Motion and in support of
Canvasfish’s previously granted Motion for Entry of a Temporary Restraining Order establishes
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that Canvasfish has demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits; that no remedy at law
exists; and that Canvasfish will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted.
Specifically, Canvasfish has proved a prima facie case of trademark infringement because (1)
the Canvasfish Registered Trademark is a distinctive mark and is registered with the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office on the Principal Register, (2) Enjoined Defendants are not licensed or
authorized to use the Canvasfish Trademark, and (3) Enjoined Defendants’ use of
the Canvasfish Trademark is causing a likelihood of confusion as to the origin or sponsorship of
Defendants’ products with Canvasfish. Enjoined Defendants’ continued and unauthorized use of
the Canvasfish Trademark irreparably harms Canvasfish or through diminished goodwill and
brand confidence, damage to Canvasfish’s reputation, loss of exclusivity, and loss of future sales.
Canvasfish has also proved a prima facie of Copyright infringement because (1) Canvasfish is
the owner of the relevant federally registered copyrights; (2) The Enjoined Defendants are
willfully and deliberately importing and distributing copies of the Canvasfish Copyrighted Works
to the public by sale; and (3) the Enjoined Defendants’ unauthorized copies of the are
substantially similar to the Canvasfish Copyrighted Works. Monetary damages fail to address
such damage and, therefore, Canvasfish has an inadequate remedy at law. Moreover, the public
interest is served by entry of this Preliminary Injunction to dispel the public confusion created by
Enjoined Defendants’ actions.
As such, this Court orders that:
1.

Enjoined Defendants, their affiliates, officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys,
confederates, and all persons acting for, with, by, through, under or in active concert with
them be temporarily enjoined and restrained from:
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a. using the Canvasfish Marks, Collection Marks, or any reproductions, counterfeit
copies or colorable imitations thereof in any manner in connection with the
distribution, marketing, advertising, offering for sale, or sale of any product that is not
a genuine Canvasfish product or not authorized by Canvasfish to be sold in
connection with the Canvasfish Marks and Collection Marks;
b. reproducing, distributing copies of, making derivative works of, or publicly displaying
the Canvasfish Copyrighted Designs in any manner without the express authorization
of Canvasfish;
c. passing off, inducing, or enabling others to sell or pass off any product as a
genuine Canvasfish product or any other product produced by Canvasfish, that is
not Canvasfish’s or not produced under the authorization, control or supervision
of Canvasfish and approved by Canvasfish for sale under the Canvasfish Marks,
Collection Marks, and/or the Canvasfish Copyrighted Designs;
d. committing any acts calculated to cause consumers to believe that Enjoined
Defendants’ products are those sold under the authorization, control or supervision
of Canvasfish, or are sponsored by, approved by, or otherwise connected
with Canvasfish;
e. further

infringing

the Canvasfish

Marks,

Collection

Marks, and/or

the Canvasfish Copyrighted Designs and damaging Canvasfish’s goodwill; and
f. manufacturing, shipping, delivering, importing, holding for sale, transferring or
otherwise moving, storing, distributing, returning, or otherwise disposing of, in any
manner, products or inventory not manufactured by or for Canvasfish, nor authorized
by Canvasfish to

be

sold

or

offered

for

sale,

and

which

bear

any
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of Plaintiff’s trademarks, including the Canvasfish Marks and Collection Marks,
or any reproductions, counterfeit copies or colorable imitations thereof and/or which
bear the Canvasfish Copyrighted Designs.
2.

The name servers for the Domain Names, including, but not limited to, Cloudflare,
Registrar-servers.com, Domain Control, and BigCommerce within five (5) business days
of receipt of this Order, shall, at Canvasfish’s choosing:
a. unlock and change the registrar of record for the Domain Names, including
subsequently

identified

Domain

Names

by

Canvasfish, to

a

registrar

of Canvasfish’s selection until further ordered by this Court; or
b. disable the Domain Names, including subsequently identified Domain Names by
Canvasfish, and make them inactive and untransferable until further ordered by
this Court.
3.

The domain name registrars, including, but not limited to, GoDaddy Operating Company
LLC (“GoDaddy”), Name.com, Namecheap Inc. (“Namecheap”), NameSilo LLC, Mat
Bao Corporation, Porkbun LLC, and Google, LLC, within five (5) business days of
receipt of this Order shall take any steps necessary to transfer the Domain
Names, including subsequently identified Domain Names by Canvasfish, to a registrar
account of Canvasfish’s selection so that the Domain Names can be redirected or disabled
until further ordered by this Court.

4.

To the extent the registrar does not facilitate the transfer of the Domain Names to
Plaintiff’s control within five (5) days of receipt of this Order, upon Plaintiff’s request,
the top level domain (TLD) Registry for the Domain Names, shall, within ten (10) days
of receipt of this Order, (i) unlock, as necessary, the Domain Name; and (ii) change the
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registrar of record for the Domain Names to the a new registrar of Plaintiff’s choice, and
the new registrar shall transfer the Domain Name to Plaintiff.
5.

Upon Canvasfish’s request, any third party with actual notice of this Order who is
providing services for any of the Enjoined Defendants, or in connection with any of
Enjoined Defendants’ known or subsequently identified aliases including Domain Names
and Enjoined Defendant Seller Aliases, including, without limitation, any online
marketplace platforms, privacy service providers such as Shopify, WhoIsGuard, Private
by

Design

LLC, Cloudflare,

Domains

by

Proxy,

LLC,

whoisprotection.cc,

PrivacyGuardian.org, Domain Protection Services, Inc., BigCommerce, Ebay, and
Etsy, and Social Media companies, including, without limitation, Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter, (collectively, the “Third Party Providers”) shall, within five (5)
business days after receipt of such notice, provide to Canvasfish expedited discovery,
including copies of all documents and records in such person’s or entity’s possession or
control relating to:
a. the identities and locations of Enjoined Defendants, their agents, servants, employees,
confederates, attorneys, and any persons acting in concert or participation with them,
including all known contact information, and all associated e-mail addresses;
b. the nature of Enjoined Defendants’ operations and all associated advertising, sales,
methods of payment for services and financial information, including, without
limitation, identifying information associated with the Online Marketplaces, Domain
Names, Online Seller Aliases, and Defendants’ financial accounts, as well as
providing a full accounting of Enjoined Defendants’ sales and listing history related
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to their respective Online Marketplaces, Online Seller Aliases, and Domain
Names; and
c. any financial accounts owned or controlled by Enjoined Defendants, including their
agents, servants, employees, confederates, attorneys, and any persons acting in
concert or participation with them, including such accounts residing with or under the
control of any banks, savings and loan associations, payment processors or other
financial institutions, including, without limitation, PayPal, Inc. (“PayPal”), Alipay,
Amazon Pay, Wish.com, Stripe, or other merchant account providers, payment
providers, third party processors, and credit card associations (e.g., MasterCard and
VISA).
6.

Upon Canvasfish’s request, those with notice of the injunction, including the ThirdParty Providers as defined in Paragraph 4, shall, within ten (10) business days after receipt
of such notice, disable and cease displaying any advertisements used by or associated
with Defendants in connection with the sale of counterfeit and infringing goods using
the Plaintiff’s Trademarks and/or which bear the Canvasfish Copyrighted Designs.

7.

Enjoined Defendants shall be temporarily and preliminarily restrained and enjoined from
transferring or disposing of any money or other of Defendants’ assets until further ordered
by this Court.

8.

Any Third-Party Providers identified herein or through discovery, including but not
limited to, PayPal, Alipay, Wish.com, Stripe, Payoneer, and Amazon Pay, shall,
within five (5) business days of receipt of this Order:
a. locate all accounts and funds connected to Enjoined Defendants’ aliases, Online
Marketplaces Online Seller Aliases, and Domain Names, including, but not limited
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to, any financial accounts connected to the information listed in Schedule
A hereto and any additional information provided for Defendants by third parties or
identified by Canvasfish; and
b. restrain and enjoin any such accounts or funds from transferring or disposing of any
money or other of Enjoined Defendants’ assets until further ordered by this Court.
9. Canvasfish is authorized to issue expedited written discovery, pursuant to the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure 33, 34 and 36, related to:
a. the identities and locations of Enjoined Defendants, their agents, servants, employees,
confederates, attorneys, and any persons acting in concert or participation with them,
including all known contact information, including any and all associated e-mail
addresses; and
b. the nature of Enjoined Defendants’ operations and all associated sales, methods of
payment for services and financial information, including, without limitation,
identifying

information

associated

with

the

Online

Marketplaces, Online

Seller Alisases, Domain Names, and Defendants’ financial accounts, as well as
providing a full accounting of Defendants’ sales and listing history related to their
respective Online Marketplaces and Domain Names.
Canvasfish is authorized to issue any such expedited discovery requests via e-mail.
Enjoined Defendants shall respond to any such discovery requests within ten (10) business
days of being served via e-mail.
10.

Canvasfish may provide notice of these proceedings to Defendants, including notice of
the preliminary injunction hearing, service of process pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f)(3),
and any future motions, by electronically publishing a link to the Complaint, this Order
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and other relevant documents on a website to which the Domain Names which are
transferred to Canvasfish’s control will redirect, or by sending an e-mail to the e-mail
addresses identified via expedited discovery. The combination of providing notice via
electronic publication or e-mail, along with any notice that Defendants receive from
domain name registrars, Third-Party service providers, and payment processors, shall
constitute notice reasonably calculated under all circumstances to apprise Defendants of
the pendency of the action and afford them the opportunity to present their objections.
11.

Canvasfish’s bond in the amount of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) shall remain with
the Court until a Final disposition of this case or until this Preliminary Injunction is
terminated.

12.

Any Enjoined Defendants that are subject to this Order may appear and move to dissolve
or modify the Order as permitted by and in compliance with the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and Northern District of Illinois Local Rules.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated:
____________________________
Hon. Virginia M. Kendall
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Canvasfish.com LLC
Schedule A
Domain Names
1. DeepCruan.com
2. Gopostore.com
3. FamilyLoves.com
4. Soobek.com
5. Wanbina.com
6. trendingtshirt.us
7. Kitaram.com
8. shirt3d.us
9. xpanshop.com
10. clotheschat.com
11. storenvy.com
12. allprintaz.com
13. chipteeamz.com
14. heroidesign.com
15. gearupngetout.com
16. hemotee.com
17. palochi.com
18. meckily.com
19. gooheart.com
20. getupngetout.com
21. usbeach.co
22. austincust.com
23. summetee.com
24. styletshirts.store

25. beetickee.com
26. beautifulday.store
27. tshirtcheapest.store
28. babomanstore.com
29. kevinisami.com
30. woonishop.com
31. rageontee.com
32. customfamilytee.com
33. merchcustom.com
34. beantee.com
35. fionacuz.com
36. magunusi.com
37. coletas.shop
38. bazote.com
39. caneticstore.com
40. tcraftshop.com
41. neswstore.com
42. foxsstar.com
43. sosoulburn.com
44. ekoptestore.com
45. onesoulburn.com
46. vensestore.com
47. vislistore.com
48. koreasshop.com
49. hadkstore.com
50. kemtshirt.com
51. buludeep.com
52. madeforfans.com

Wish.com Sellers
1.
2.
3.
4.

qinjiangping6890
chenmengna71505
Inge V. Kendall
shiyani0016

5.
6.
7.
8.

wangjianjun0801
wangshuang794684
wangzhonghui5795
mike hrestak45
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9. phubinhto97350
10. tianhan 258
11. RICHIE HAUGHT34
12. Ernest Hicks
13. zhangna06
14. Jessica Rolfe
15. eric richards34
16. Brett Waterbeck
17. zhanghongtao6039
18. vylandinh17519
19. Town Vape34
20. WAYNE778
21. chenling100463
22. James Miller123
23. ductrungvuong62177
24. rtonolive
25. xiamingzhu1042
26. daiyingxi514958
27. GARY KAISINGER
28. JOEL145
29. JOHN332
30. Anna Ferguson
31. MICHAEL665
32. Emily B Ellis
33. hushuqiang Store
34. ehui00586
35. quochuymai76718
36. Dianahsdbc166
37. Yimeiguan258
38. FADO SAM CARGO
39. Floyd Morales
40. huyongkang50372
41. Rubasses
42. Jerry M Simmons
43. KEITH002
44. ANDREW333
45. DANIEL123
46. alleycassidy42839440
47. godtnr00

48. wujunzhe15815824
49. Lujingt
50. wyz0625
51. Dongd_01
52. wuxiaofei2517
53. Cheers1
54. shatuqing423
55. Dominick Peterson
56. lina2201
57. chenping Store me
58. SunStyle Shop
59. Melinda Kelsay
60. Linglini
61. kongjun Store
62. guoxiaoao8515
63. dengqingjun9856
64. wangjun Store me
65. Rank Electronics
66. Lanika Vann
67. ommaking
68. Matthew Dukes
69. xutianyue0214
70. xuxiaolong1316
71. FunnyRedTee
72. audrinawhitehead35029124
73. Ivyaping55818
74. NacaratStore
75. Robert Tuttle
76. Elnitra woods66
77. jang4070
78. zhuhongna66058
79. zhangyufan623
80. zhaoshi1234
81. Erin Zebrowski
82. yuanwenhao12
83. wangyanhua888
84. xuxingying Store
85. zhanghui Store me0071
86. NeverDying
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AliExpress Seller Names
1. 100 % cotton 26 store
2. Shop5715045 Store
3. GTT002 Store
4. HDA Store
5. Shop911563130 Store
6. Shop910759013 Store
7. 100% cotton T-shirt 07 Store
8. 100% cotton T-Shirt 053 Store
9. ShopAliaeCfnewfuture Store
10. ShopAliaeBbnewfuture Store
11. ShopAliaeBfnewfuture Store
12. Shop5787446 Store
13. Already Print Store
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Ebay Seller Names
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

alamursa4
wnnurhalis-0
gerald_8956
caylendaug16
kristalrott_83
alejandrades_81

Etsy Seller Names
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BrookerJmlPLo
BigtimeBoutique
WorldVibe
ChristianReichhard
CaroleNaegeleShop

eCrater Seller Names
1. orangemke1
2. ammetal
Zazzle Seller Names
1. carissachaykavwf81
2. EricCstore
3. cleoracomfortlzo32
4. dylyrevore750
5. FifthHarmonys
6. MADELENASANTIANO4341
7. SangNguyen_Ds
8. fishingOutdoors
9. leishathurman6070
10. fiallomaggi7
11. BiemsHomish566

